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CALIFORNIA CONTINUING CARE RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION (CALCRA) 
 

BOARD OF DIRECTOR’S MEETING, OCTOBER 28, 2015 
UNIVERSITY RETIREMENT COMMUNITY, DAVIS, CA 

 
Board members attending: 
 Margaret Griffin, President and Chair, Legislation Committee 
 Ed Delaney, Vice-President 
 Walt Rozett, Past-President 
 Charles Greene, Secretary 
 Linda Saunders, Treasurer 
 Carl Otto, Chair, Governance Committee 
 Bob Googins, Chair, Membership Committee 
 Karen Robison 
 Jacques Peters 
 Len Schneiderman 
 Stefan Moses 
  
Guests: 
 Al Hale, University Retirement Community 
 Dr. Bartlett Saunders, Casa Dorinda, Santa Barbara 
 Michael Gass, University Retirement Community 
 Joyce Ball, The Village at Hemet 
 Joyce Gilbertson, Eskaton 
 Richard Schulman, Vi at La Jolla Village 
 Evon Lenard, Chief, Continuing Care Contracts Branch, DSS 
 Mike Sapoznikow, Senior Staff Counsel, Legal Division, DSS  
 Ignacio Hernández, Hernández Strategy Group, lobbyist 
 Morgan Carvajal, Hernández Strategy Group, lobbyist 
 
President Griffin called the meeting to order at 8:28am.  She declared a 
quorum was present. 
 
It was moved, seconded and carried unanimously to approve the minutes of 
the Board meeting of April 29th, 2015. 
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Treasurer Linda Saunders presented the Treasurer’s Report, which was 
discussed and accepted by unanimous vote.  (See Attachment A.)  A budget for 
2016 will be presented by email for review and acceptance. 
 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES REPORT.  President Griffin introduced 
Evon Lenerd, Chief, Continuing Care Contracts Branch, CA Dept. of Social 
Services, Community Care Licensing Division, and Michael Sapoznikow, Senior 
Staff Counsel, Dept. of Social Services, Legal Division.   Ms. Lenerd said that 
within DSS there are two branches relevant to CCRCs:  
 (a) Adult & Senior Care Branch, and  
 (b) Continuing Care Contracts Branch.   
She encouraged CALCRA and CCRC residents to use her as the point of contact 
for both branches.   
 
Several issues were discussed including: 
 

• Whether compliance plans and corrective action proposals are public 
information; further investigation is required for an answer. 

 

• Two new financial analysts have been added to Evon’s branch leaving 
no vacancies in the branch at this time. The financial analysts are going 
on site visits to CCRCs to become better acquainted with the industry. 

 

• DSS is in the process of creating a “transparency” website but it is not 
yet operating. 

 

• Regarding the significance of a CCRC having a negative net worth, DSS 
does not take this to be the sole indicator of possible financial problems, 
but considers other performance factors in determining whether a 
community is in “immediate danger.”  

 

• When reviewing submissions from providers, or written explanations 
which accompany periodic financial statements, the Branch review is 
limited to whether the submission meets the minimium requirements of 
the law; it does not assess content or quality of the information. 

 

• Regarding a possible rating system for CCRCs, while there is a 5-star” 
system for nursing facilities, this is a federal system. There is nothing 
similar being proposed for CCRCs. 
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• DSS plans to convene a working group to discuss changing CCRC 
statutes to move some elements from the statutes to regulations.  While 
the statutes are working well, and CCRCs are doing well, there is a 
surprising level of detail in the statutes. The Branch has three areas of 
responsibility:  (a) hear issues regarding resident rights, (b) review 
contracts, and (c) conduct financial analyses of CCRC operations.  It is 
only the second and third of these areas that are thought to have 
components that need to be moved to regulations.  A downside to 
regulations is they take a long time to adopt, and their adoption can be 
stopped.  DSS has invited CALCRA “to the table” to participate in the 
planning for such changes.  If residents oppose these changes, DSS will 
not act. 

 
President Griffin will discuss CALCRA’s position regarding this working group 
with Ignacio and Morgan and present recommendations to the board for 
telephone or email voting. 
 
LEGISLATIVE ADVOCATE’S REPORT.  Ignacio Hernández and Morgan 
Carvajal reported on their legislative advocacy on behalf of CALCRA.  
Approximately 2000 bills are introduced each year, and all are reviewed by 
Ignacio and his staff for relavance to CALCRA. The relevant bills are then 
tracked closely throughout the legislative session. In addition, CALCRA also 
participates in the Elder Issues Forum sponsored by the Consumer Federation 
of America. 
 

We took a “support” position on four bills: AB 74 (Vetoed) would have 
increased frequency of inspection visits by DSS to annually; AB 348 (Failed in 
committee) regarding time periods for investigation of facility complaints; AB 
601 (Passed) requires applicants for an RCFE license to disclose specific 
information; and SB 648 (Failed in committee) would have required agencies 
that refer individuals to RCFEs to obtain a license. 
 
In addition to the bills supported, CALCRA sponsored one bill, SB 475, which 
was authored by Senator Monning.  It would have addressed several issues 
involved in resident contracts that are repayable on resale.  Specifically, it 
would have established deadlines for repayment and interest penalties; 
prohibited charging monthly fees on vacant units; and would have established 
a grievance process. The bill was vetoed by Governor Brown. 
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 Regarding this veto, Ignacio reported that SB 475 had been consistently 
opposed by LeadingAge (the trade organization supported by CCRC nonprofit 
providers), the for-profit providers, and an out-of-state provider.   Their key 
argument was that the bill would undermine providers’ ability to gain 
financial support for developments and expansion.  Ignacio and Morgan work 
with the governor’s staff to support CALCRA bills.  The governor has 30 days 
to sign a bill into law, and in the case of SB 475 he waited until the 30th day to 
veto the bill.  No veto has been overridden since 1979, when the bill was to 
reinstitute the death penalty. 
 
 Following their report, the board voted unanimously to increase the fee 
paid to Hernández Strategy Group by $500/month, bringing the monthly total 
to $2500. 
  
COMMMITTEE REPORTS 

 
Governance Chairman Carl Otto presented the Governance Committee report.  
[See Attachment B.]  He reviewed the new-board-member welcoming policy 
and procedure, adopted by the board a year ago.  He related the experiences 
of the two newest board members, Jacques Peters and Bob Googins, and said 
the committee intends to implement the suggestions they had made.  Carl also 
reported on the committee’s recommendation for self-evaluation of the whole 
board by polling the individual board members.  He recommended that an 
external agency be retained to conduct a survey, analyze the responses, and 
interpret the results.  An object is to make evaluations continuously.  It was 
MSC to proceed with the planned evaluation, retaining a New Hampshire 
group to manage a survey of board members and present the results for an 
estimated fee of $50. 
 
Legislation Margaret Griffin, Chair, of the Legislation Committee submitted 
two lists of possible legislation that CALCRA might possibly wish to support. 
After discussion, the board voted to modify the lists as appended to these 
minutes. [See Attachment C.] 
 
Membership Chairman Googins described a detailed, program to solicit 
CALCRA membership by residents at CCRCs without representation.  He 
circulated drafts of notices and letters.  His program would extend for three 
months into January 2016.  It was moved by Karen, seconded by Carl and 
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carried unanimously to accept the report.   [The draft materials were not 
available in electronic format.] 
 
ELECTION OF BOARD MEMBERS.  It was MSC to re-elect board members 
Delaney, Greene, and Griffin to new 3-year terms. 
 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.   All current officers agreed to accept election for 
another one-year term; there were no additional nominations.  It was MSC to 
elect all four officers: President, Margaret Griffin; Vice President, Ed Delaney; 
Treasurer, Linda Saunders; Secretary, Charles Greene. 
 
The next board meeting will be 19-20 April 2016 in Southern California. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 2:20 pm. 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
 
 
Charles Greene, Secretary 
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ATTACHMENT A:  Treasurer’s Report (three documents) 
 

CALCRA 
Statement of Income and Expenses 

For the Third Quarter of 2015 
 
 
Revenue/Income:  
 
      Income from Annual Dues   $21,920.00 
 Income from Donations        4,505.00 
       Total Revenue    $26,425.00 
 
CASH RECEIVED THRU THE 3RD QUARTER OF 2015   
 $26,425.00  
 
 
Expenses:  
 
 Hernandez Strategy Group ($18,000.00) 
 Gavilan Printers (Newsletter) 3,597.00  
 All Cal. Insurance 800.00 
 PGi (Telecommunications) 107.00  
 State Franchise Tax 10.00 
 Tech-Line 264.00 
 Editing (Newsletter-Murphy) 300.00 
 CALCRA Domaine Name (5 years) 155.00 
 Marketing 487.00 
 Postage/Supplies General 60.00 
 Board Expenses: 
      Board Meeting 722.00  
      President Marketing/Travel/Supplies 1,587.00   
      Board Member Travel 365.00  
   Total Expense ($26,454.00) 
 
TOTAL EXPENSES ($26,454.00) 
 
 
 
TOTAL INCOME OR (LOSS) THRU SEPTEMBER 2015 ($        29.00)  
 
It is important to note that the summer months have historically had the least 
amount of Membership Dues and Contributions. In the 4 Quarter of 2013 Dues 
and Contributions were $18,699, in the 4 Quarter of last year the Dues and 
Contributions totaled $18,822.00.  In the first half of October 2015, we have 
already received over $3.900 dollars in Dues and Contributions.      
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CALCRA 
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW 

As of September 30, 2015    
  

 
Beginning Cash January 1, 2015   $48,619.00  
 
 
Cash Received from Dues/Donations in 2015: 
 
 Cash from Membership Dues $21,920.00 
 Cash from Donations 4,505.00 
 Total Cash Received in 2015  $26,425.00 
 
TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE FOR ACTIVITIES IN 2015 $75,044.00  
 
 
Expenses:  
 
 Hernandez Strategy Group ($18,000.00) 
 Gavilan Printers (Newsletter) 3,597.00  
 All Cal. Insurance 800.00 
 PGi (Telecommunications) 107.00  
 State Franchise Tax 10.00 
 Tech-Line 264.00 
 Editing (Newsletter-Murphy) 300.00 
 CALCRA Domaine Name (5 years) 155.00 
 Marketing 487.00 
 Postage/Supplies General 60.00 
 Board Expenses: 
      Board Meeting 722.00  
      President Marketing/Travel/Supplies 1,587.00   
      Board Member Travel 365.00  
   Total Expense ($26,454.00) 
 
TOTAL CASH FOR CURRENT ACTIVITIES  ($26,454.00) 
 
TOTAL ENDING CASH BALANCE THIRD QUARTER 2015 $48,590.00 
 
 
The cash balance decreased by $29.00 between January and September 30,2015 
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 CALCRA 
PROJECTIONS FOR 2015 

Projections of Income and Expense for 2015 
 
   
 Income 4th Quarter 2013    Income 4th Quarter 2014 
     
  $18,699.00         $18,822.00 
         
Revenue:  
The Total Revenue from dues and contributions so far this year has been $26,425.00.  
Using the 4th Quarter of 2013 and 2014 as a guide for revenue in 2015 we can add 
$18,000.00 to our current revenue for the Year 2015.  That will give us a total of 
$44,425.00 for the Year 2015.  Although we show a small loss thru September (the 3rd 
Quarter of each year is always the lowest income Quarter) we are well on our way to 
the $18,000.00 increase in the 4th Quarter Revenue.  We already have an increase in 
cash of $3,500.00 for the first half of October.  
 
Expenses:     
Our expenses so for in 2015 for Lobbying, Insurance, and State taxes have remained 
the same as 2014.  The Newsletter printing has gone up slightly as we have added new 
members and need to send more newsletters.   Marketing has gone up slightly.  
However, I believe that my estimates for the Board meeting along with the President’s 
and Board travel expenses are slightly high in the projection.  I am leaving the expenses 
the same as forecast to be on the safe side. 
  
Forecast for 2015: Based on The Bureau of Labor Statistics and Projections from 2014  
 
I have based the following increase in total Income for 2015 on the following 
assumptions. 

• Our lobbing expense will not increase for the remainder of 2015. 
• Membership Dues received will increase in the last quarter of 2015.  
That will result in a forecasted Total Revenue of $44,425.00. 
• Inflation is currently 0.00% as of October 16, 2015.  I have 
increased the expenses from last year by 2%. I am leaving that estimate 
unchanged from the last report.  
• The 1st quarter and the 4th quarter are the best income months for 
CALCRA.  The 4th quarter of 2014 was good and I expect the 4st quarter 
of 2015 to also be favorable for CALCRA and give us a good start to 
2016. I have increased the 2015 Revenues by $18,000 which was the 
revenue in both 4th Quarters of both 2013 and 2014.  
• The Board meeting expense covers the April Board meeting and is 
an estimate for our Fall Board Meeting in Davis.    
• The Board and President’s travel include the estimated expenses 
for the Fall Board Meeting. 
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ATTACHMENT B:   Governance Committee Report 
 

28 October 2015 

REPORT to Board of Directors 

From the Governance Committee 

 

 A year ago this Board approved a document titled “Welcome Procedure for 

New Board Members,” a step that was intended to make it easier for new board 

members to assume their responsibilities, to feel satisfied in being board members 

and to inspire participation with enthusiasm in board activities. Since that time, 2 

new members have joined the board and it was felt a review of their reactions to 

the ‘welcome procedure’ would reveal whether changes should be made. By the 

time of this meeting those 2 new members will have been interviewed.  Karen 

Robison prepared the report made at the meeting summarizing the results of the 

interviews and recommending whether or not changes should be made to the 

document. 

. 

 On another subject, it may be recalled that the Governance Committee 

delineated as one of its challenges to “Develop guidelines whereby the Board 

and/or its members can evaluate its/their effectiveness.” After extensive research, 

mostly on the Internet, and numerous consultations, your committee is ready to 

submit its initial recommendations on that subject. They are: 

• The Board undertakes a self-evaluation with the assumptions noted below: 

• The Board need not engage a consultant to accomplish the task as a whole; 

• The Governance Committee would not evaluate the Board nor any of its 

members; 

• Evaluation of the Board would be done by the Board and evaluation of any 

member would be done by that member; in other words, no Board member 

would evaluate another member; 

• For this initial effort, evaluation would be limited to the Board as a whole 

and not of any member; 

• Evaluation of the Board as a whole would include the following steps: 

1) Explain the purpose and process to the Board (being done today; also, see 

attached paper entitled “Board Self-evaluation”); 
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2) Obtain approval from Board to proceed with program; 

3) Distribute the evaluation form (Board members have seen this, which 

was included with the advance copy of this report distributed earlier; 

instructions for filling out the form will be included when the forms are 

sent out for action.); 

4) Collect the filled-out forms; 

5) Tabulate and evaluate the statements from the forms; 

6) Announce the findings; 

7) Based on the findings, develop measures for correcting deficiencies, 

appraising suggestions and executing improvements; 

8) Decide on committing to this program and on scheduling the next 

evaluation; 

• The Governance Committee will take its next step depending upon the 

decisions or guidance provided after Step 1) mentioned above has been 

accomplished. 

Since this report is being distributed well in advance of the 28th October 

meeting date, it is hoped that a lively discussion on the subject will ensue with 

positive guidance on subsequent actions. Please note that decisions need to be 

made regarding who and how the self-evaluation forms will be collected, tabulated 

and evaluated; some data on cost will be provided at the meeting to assist in 

deciding whether or not a professional should be engaged for these tasks. 

 

It is the Governance Committee’s unanimous feeling that undertaking this kind 

of commitment can be helpful in improving the effectiveness of the Board’s 

performance. 

 

 

  *   *   *   *   * 
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Board Self-evaluation 

 The ultimate purpose of evaluating a board and/or its members is to improve 

effectiveness. It is generally agreed among all professional organizations involved 

with board performance that evaluation not only identifies areas in which the board 

and/or its members perform admirably but also those in which changes would 

improve execution of required functions. 

 In pursuing its decision for initial action by limiting the first evaluation to 

one of the board as a whole and for it to be done by the members themselves, your 

Governance Committee developed a 30-question format specifically tailored to 

CALCRA. The intention is to distribute this questionnaire, with instructions, to 

each board member at his/her residence. The board member would be requested to 

answer each question to be best of her/his ability; some questions require 

judgment; others necessitate recollection of past events or processes. In any case, it 

is important that every board member answer every question. 

 It is the Governance Committee’s opinion that advantages could accrue to 

CALCRA if professional assistance is engaged to collect, collate, examine and 

analyze the data from the questionnaire and report its findings to the Board. 

 Based upon the results, actions would be formulated to make changes in 

those areas revealed to be deficient. It is the Governance Committee’s thinking that 

this formulation could best be done by a Special Task Force. 

 It needs to be emphasized that this exercise is not a single episode. Rather, it 

is the first step in a commitment to a continuing policy of periodic evaluations, in 

which lessons learned from prior evaluations improve subsequent ones. A practical 

interval between evaluations would be about 2 - 3 years. 
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ATTACHMENT C: Legislative Issues, edited. 

Legislative Issues 
for Consideration by CALCRA Board 10/28/15 

 
1. Prohibit transfers of funds from the provider entity for any purpose other 
than for the benefit of residents (e.g., direct services, capital expenses, 
expansion, major remodeling) and, for for-profit CCRCs, distribution of 
profit. 
 
2. Require periodic (every 3-5 years) actuarial studies for all CCRCs 
including a corrective action plan if necessary, not just those that offer “life 
care” or “Type A contracts,” and require all CCRCs obtain a periodic (every 
3-5 years) maintenance and replacement study performed by a qualified 
external engineering firm. 
 
3. Non-profit governance issues:� 

• Require that all non-profit CCRC board meetings, excluding executive 
sessions, be open to residents.� 

• Require that all non-profit CCRC boards have an Audit Committee 
consisting of independent directors or trustees.� 

• Require that all non-profit boards have a Nominating Committee 
consisting solely of independent directors or trustees.� 

• Require a self-evaluation of non-profit boards annually and that the 
evaluation be made available to residents. 

 
4. IRS Ruling 72-124, which established the charitable, tax-free status of 
non-profit CCRCs, requires that they be operated at the lowest feasible 
cost. Require that the provider's board, annually, determine that this 
requirement is met and make the basis for that conclusion available in 
writing to residents.  Require that the non-profit provider’s mission 
statement include: “operate at the lowest feasible cost.” 
 
5. Require management to make available to residents, quarterly, a written 
notice of all complaints or concerns filed with management, the board, or 
DSS; how they were resolved, and when any remaining unresolved matters 
will be settled. 
 
6. Require that provider investment policies are clearly articulated in writing 
and available to residents. 
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7. Require an appeal process for level-of-care transfers. 
 
8. In the event of bankruptcy, receivership or liquidation proceedings 
against a provider, all continuing care contracts executed by a provider 
shall be deemed preferred claims against all assets owned by the provider; 
however, such claims are subordinate to any secured claim. If a licensed 
facility files for bankruptcy under chapter 11 of the United States 
Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. chapter 11, the facility, in its required filing of 
the 20 largest unsecured creditors with the United States Trustee, shall 
include the name and contact information of a designated resident selected 
by the residents' council, and a statement explaining that the designated 
resident was chosen by the residents' council to serve as a representative 
of the residents' interest on the creditors' committee, if appropriate. 
 
9. Transfer financial oversight CCRCs currently conducted by the 
Continuing Care Contracts Branch from the Dept of Social Services to the 
Dept of Insurance. 
 
10.  For “life-care” CCRCs, require that reserves are established and 
sufficient to fund obligation to provide life-time health care. 
 
11. If the Department determines through a review of occupancy and other 
financial performance data that a facility is in financial distress, the provider 
of that facility shall propose a remediation plan to improve the facility’s 
financial health. This plan shall be submitted to the Department for 
approval and, once approved, distributed to the facility’s resident council 
and to prospective residents. The provider shall file progress reports on a 
schedule established by the Department, but no less than quarterly. 
Progress reports will also be distributed to the facility’s resident council. 
(Current language at §1793.13 requires a plan to address financial 
deficiencies, but does not mention progress reports nor address notifying 
the resident council.) 
 
 
NOTE: In addition to the issues identified above, each CALCRA board 
member is encouraged to organize a meet-your-legislator activity during 
the month of December when the state legislature is in recess and 
lawmakers are back in their local districts.                                                                           


